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This study updates past research to benchmark Oregon’s spending (Pozdena and Fruits
2004). Revenue and expenditure data are from the U.S. Census Bureau’s census of state
and local governments for 2004–05 (Tables 1 and 2).1 Demographic data are from the
U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis,
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
At $8,060 per person, Oregon is in approximately the top third of all states in per
capita state and local government expenditures. Per capita measures, however, do not
account for demographic differences across states.
This study use linear regression analysis to evaluate the extent to which Oregon
over- or underspends relative to states with similar demographics. The following
summarizes our results.
Total expenditures Oregon ranks seventh in total overspending relative to its
demographics (Table 3). State and local governments spend approximately
10.6 percent more than would be expected for a state with Oregon’s demographics.
Much of the overspending is likely due to public employee retirement obligations
and interest on outstanding debt.
K-12 education expenditures Oregon ranks 16th in total overspending relative to its
demographics (Table 4). State and local governments spend approximately
7.5 percent more than would be expected for a state with Oregon’s demographics.

* Portland State University and Economics International Corp., www.econinternational.com,
Tel: 503-938-6635.
† QuantEcon, Inc.
1 For every state, including Oregon, the amount of state and local revenues exceed state and
local expenditures. The U.S. Census Bureau staff indicate the bureau’s technical definitions of
revenue and expenditures lead to this phenomenon (Wulf). Of particular relevance to Oregon, for
government operated retirement systems, the Census Bureau counts all money received as
revenues (including money collected to cover future liabilities) but counts only money spent on
current retirees as an expenditure.
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Despite the intervening recession that cut into education expenditures, Oregon’s
overspending increased slightly since the last study. This can be explained by the
fact that many other states faced the same fiscal pressures as Oregon and reduced or
slowed their growth in education expenditures.
Health and hospital expenditures Oregon is at approximately the median of under- or
overspending relative to its demographics (Table 5). State and local governments
spend approximately 3.3 percent more than would be expected for a state with
Oregon’s demographics. Oregon’s overspending declined since the last study largely
because the intervening recession prompted substantial reductions in spending on
the Oregon Health Plan.
Highway expenditures Oregon ranks 19th in total overspending relative to its
demographics (Table 6). State and local governments spend approximately
9.7 percent more than would be expected for a state with Oregon’s demographics.
This represents a change from our last study, which found that Oregon underspent
relative to similar states. The last legislative sessions have seen increases in highway
expenditures to address unsustainable decay in the State’s highway infrastructure.
Police and corrections expenditures Oregon ranks 6th in total overspending relative to
its demographics (Table 7). Its state and local government expenditures exceed
similar states by 29.5 percent.
Welfare expenditures Oregon is at approximately the median of under- or
overspending relative to its demographics (Table 8). State and local governments
spend approximately 3.4 percent more than would be expected for a state with
Oregon’s demographics.

Data and Methodology
This study uses the same statistical approach as our last study to benchmark
Oregon’s spending (Pozdena and Fruits 2004). To address cross-state diversity, our
approach employs multi-factor benchmarking. Specifically, with multiple factor
statistical techniques, we control simultaneously for several measures of economy and
demography. Different types of spending are linked more intimately to certain factors
than are others. In our benchmarking research, we exclude factors that do not add to the
cross-state explanatory power of the technique.
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To develop the benchmarks, we first estimated the average statistical relationship
between a spending category and the economic and demographic factors that are
logically and statistically relevant to it. Having measured that average relationship, we
can then apply Oregon’s particular economic and demographic characteristics and
obtain an expected level of spending. To the extent that actual spending exceeds
expected spending, Oregon is said to be “overspending.” Conversely, Oregon is said to
“underspend” in cases where Oregon’s spending is lower than expected.
State and local spending in various areas are the dependent variables, or the
variables to be explained. The following list describes the spending measures analyzed
and the variables used to explain variations in spending across states. The spending
measures are provided by the U.S. Census Bureau (2007b). Explanatory variables are
provided by the U.S. Census Bureau and Department of Agriculture.
Total expenditures Personal income, school age population, poverty population, metro
population, non-metro population.
K-12 education expenditures Personal income, school age population, non-white
population, population with a bachelor’s degree or higher, metro population, nonmetro population.
Health and hospital expenditures Dependent population, non-white population, metro
population, non-metro population.
Highway expenditures Personal income, metro population, non-metro population,
controls for Alaska and Wyoming.
Police and corrections expenditures Personal income, youth population.
Welfare expenditures Personal income, dependent population, metro population, nonmetro population.
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Table 1: Oregon State and Local Government Revenues, 2004–05

Table 2: Oregon State and Local Government Expenditures, 2004–05
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Table 3: Total State and Local Government Over-or Under-Expenditure,
Ranking by State, 2004–05, dollars in thousands
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Table 4: K–12 Education, State and Local Government Over-or Under-Expenditure,
Ranking by State, 2004–05, dollars in thousands
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Table 5: Health and Hospital, State and Local Government Over-or Under-Expenditure,
Ranking by State, 2004–05, dollars in thousands
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Table 6: Highways, State and Local Government Over-or Under-Expenditure,
Ranking by State, 2004–05, dollars in thousands
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Table 7: Police and Corrections, State and Local Government Over-or Under-Expenditure,
Ranking by State, 2004–05, dollars in thousands
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Table 8: Welfare State and Local Government Over-or Under-Expenditure,
Ranking by State, 2004–05, dollars in thousands
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